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Abstract

Because ofthe large operating wavelength, receiving
antennas in the high-frequency (HF: 3 MHz to 30 MHz)
operating band are often electrically small. It is well
known that electrically small antennas generally exhibit
low radiation efficiency, and are difficult to match over
wide bandwidths. In the HF band, external background
noise is high, and receiving systems are ideally designed
to ensure that the system remains externally noise limited.
In this paper, we discuss the properties of the general,
electrically small, receiving antenna. We present formulas
that can be used to determine, characterize, and compare
the performance ofthe general, electrically small, receiving
antenna. We demonstrate that optimization of the small
HF antenna's receiving-performance parameters, such
as its receiving sensitivity and noise figure, are directly a
function ofoptimizing the antenna's impedance match and
radiation efficiency, independently of whether a dipole,
monopole, or loop-like design is utilized. We demonstrate
that impedance matching for the receiving antenna is often
a secondary consideration. We illustrate differences in
an antenna's matching-network transfer function for the
receiving mode versus the transmitting mode. We present
formulas and design guidelines for optimizing the receiving
system's noise figure and signal-to-noise ratio performance.
Finally, we present design examples for an electrically small
dipole, loop, and multi-tum loop.

1. Introduction

T he HF band has been in use almost since the beginning
of radio communication. For many decades, HF has

been used in long-range military communications, amateur
radio, and long-range over-the-horizon radar (OTHR) [1
3]. More recently, HF is being used in applications such as
radio-frequency identification (RFID), andhigher-data-rate
communications, such as HF multiple-input multiple
output (MIMO) [4, 5]. While these applications use both
transmitting and receiving antennas, this paper presents a
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discussion on optimizing the performance properties ofthe
general, electrically small, HF receiving antenna.

We begin with a discussion of the properties of the
general receiving antenna from the equivalent-circuit
perspective. Formulas are presented for the open-circuit
voltage at the receiving antenna's feed-point terminal. These
formulas are subsequently used to derive expressions for
the receiving sensitivity of the general antenna.

Section 2 of the paper presents a background
discussion on the basic properties of the electrically small
dipole and multi-tum loop, which are commonly used as
receiving antennas in the HF band. Design formulas for
characterizing the small antenna's radiation resistance,
loss resistance, and therefore the radiation efficiency are
presented. In Section 3 of the paper, we derive several
expressions for the receiving sensitivity ofthe small multi
tum loop, as well as for the general receiving antenna.
We show that the receiving sensitivity of the electrically
small antenna can be expressed in terms of any of the
electromagnetic (EM) wave's constituent parameters:
power density, electric field, magnetic field, electric-flux
density, ormagnetic-flux density, independently ofwhether
the antenna is a dipole or loop-like design.

In Section 4 of the paper, we discuss impedance
matching considerations for the receiving antenna.
We illustrate that impedance matching is a secondary
consideration, as a matching network designed from the
transmitting perspective may not improve the antenna's
performance for receiving. In Section 5 of the paper, we
discuss external noise, noise figure, and signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) for a typical receiving system. We present
formulas and design guidelines that aid in optimizing
systemperformance from a signal-to-noise ratio perspective.
Finally, we present design examples for electrically small
dipole and loop antennas, comparing their performance in
a typical receiving system.

We note that in the derivations and formulas that
follow in this paper, we have assumed that the values of
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performance is ultimately establishedby the signal-to-noise
ratio at the detection point in the receiver.

In this section of the paper, we briefly review the
electromagnetic and circuit perspectives of the receiving
properties of the general antenna. We discuss the most
general equivalent circuit of the receiving antenna and
the determination of received power as functions of the
incident EM wave properties: power density, Pd (W/ m2

); electric-field strength, E (V1m); and magnetic-field
strength, H (A/m).

Figure 1. A depiction of the eq uivalent circuit of the
general receiving antenna. The power received by the general antenna, Pr , is

given by [10,11]

voltage (V), current (1) and field strength (E and H) are
peak values, rather than rms values. As a result, power and
power-density formulas are written in the form of 1£/21112 R
and 1j2IEI2!120Jr, rather than 1/12 R and lEI 120Jr,
respectively.

(1)

For an antenna operating in frequency regions near its
parallel resonance (anti-resonance), where the radiation
and loss resistances are in parallel, the open-circuit voltage
is given by [11]

where A is the operating wavelength, 7Jr is the antenna's
radiation efficiency, D is the antenna's directivity in the
direction of the incident EM wave, and r is the receiving
antenna's mismatch loss. r is given by

For an antenna operating in frequency regions near
its series resonance (resonance), where the radiation and
loss resistances are in series, the open-circuit voltage is
given by [11]

(2)

where Za is the antenna's impedance, ZL is the load
impedance connected at the antenna's feed point, Ra is
the antenna's resistance (including both the radiation, Rr
and loss, Rl , resistances), and RL is the load resistance.

To determine received power using circuit theory, we
begin with the Thevenin equivalent circuit for the general
receiving antenna shown in Figure 1. For the purposes of
determining received power, this equivalent circuit is valid
for all antennas. The important consideration is the correct
determination ofthe Thevenin circuit's open-circuit voltage.

When optimizing the performance properties
of transmitting antennas - particularly those that are
electrically small - antenna engineers primarily focus on
impedance matching, matched impedance bandwidth, and
radiation efficiency. With electrically small antennas, the
directivity pattern andpolarizationproperties are oftentimes
secondary considerations. With the general receiving
antenna, the impedance match and radiation efficiency also
ultimately determine how well the antenna's performance is
optimized. However, there are some subtleties to consider
that are unique to the receiving antenna. These include the
fact that impedance-matching considerations are different
for the receiving antenna, and that the receiving system's

In recent years, there have been many papers in the
literature that focused on specific designs of electrically
small antennas in general, as well as specifically on HF
antennas (e.g., [6-9]). HF-antenna papers have generally
presented the performance properties ofa specific antenna
design, but they have often not considered the optimization
of the HF antenna's performance within its operating
environment, nor do they usually consider how the antenna
properties affect the performance ofthe overall HF system.
It is well understood that HF antennas operate in complex
and noisy EM environments, and that the HF antenna's
performance is established by the antenna's design, as
well as by the interactions with the platform on which
it is installed (vehicle, ship, aircraft, etc.), which often
becomes the dominant radiator. Furthermore, to accurately
characterize the HF antenna's performance, the details of
the RF grounding system and antenna interactions with the
Earth groundmust also be considered. These issues are often
beyond the scope ofan antenna-design paper, because they
are difficult to characterize, and they are dependent on the
specific details of the antenna's installation.

2. The General Receiving Antenna
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(4)

and

(7)

respectively. N is the number of turns in the loop. We note
that Equation (8) is valid for electrically small loops of
any geometry.

A comparison ofEquations (7) and (8) reveals several
important facts about the relative performance ofelectrically
small dipoles and loops. The dipole's radiation resistance
diminishes as 1/A2 ,whereas the loop's radiation resistance
diminishes as 1/A4

. For this reason, a loop antenna having
the same conductor length as a dipole will be substantially
less efficient thanthe dipole. However, that does notpreclude
the use ofthe loop as an effective receiving antenna, since, as
seen in Equation (8), the radiation resistance, and therefore
its efficiency, can be increased by increasing the number
of turns. When adding turns, the loop's loss resistance
increases by N, whereas its radiation resistance increases
by N 2

. The radiation resistance and efficiency ofthe small
loop can be further increased by winding the loop's turns
on a ferrite core. When the loop's turns are wound on a
ferrite core, the loop's radiation resistance becomes [10]

When expressed in terms ofthe antenna's total feed
point resistance rather than the radiation resistance, both
formulas are identical. For electrically small antennas,
where expressions for the antenna's radiation resistance
can be derived and where the directivity approaches a value
of approximately 1.5, Equations (3) and (4) can be further
simplified and written in terms of the antenna's physical
dimensions. Additionally, we note that while Equations (3)
and (4) are written in terms of the incident electric-field
strength, they can also be written in terms of the incident
powerdensity, magnetic-field strength, electric-flux density,
ormagnetic-flux density, using the well-knownrelationships
among these quantities. This will be discussed in greater
detail in subsequent sections.

From Figure 1, the antenna's received power can be
found from

(5)

where I L is given by

( J

2
4 2 A

Rr1 ::::; 3207l N A2 ' (8)

(6)

We note that Equations (5) and (1) yield identical results. ( J

2
4 2 2 A

Rr1 ::::; 3207l Per N A2 . (9)

3. The Electrically Small
Dipole and Loop

The most fundamental antenna elements that can be
used as HF receiving antennas are the electrically small
straight-wire dipole and circular loop, shown in Figure 2.
The straight-wire dipole has an overall conductor length I,
andthe circular loop has a conductor length (circumference)
C, and an area A. We note that the monopole antenna is
commonly used as an HF receiving antenna, as well. We
do not explicitly discuss the performance ofthe monopole,
since its behavior is similar to that of the dipole.

The dipole and loop are electrically small for values of
ka less than 0.5 [12], wherekisthefree-spacewavenumber,
2Jr/ A , and a is the radius of a sphere circumscribing the
maximum dimension of the antenna. As the value of ka
decreases, the radiation resistances of the dipole and the
loop approach zero, and are given by [10]
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}ler is the effective relative permeability ofthe core, givenby

Figure 2. Depictions of the straight-wire dipole hav
ing an overall length, I, and the circular loop having a
conductor length, C, and area, A.
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where f.1fr is the relative permeability of the unbounded
ferrite, and Dm is the demagnetization factor, which is
related to the core's geometry. The value of f.1fr is generally
taken to be the relative permeability ofthe ferrite material
provided by the manufacturer. The value of Dm varies with
the core's geometry. For a cylindrical core with length, 21
, greater than its radius, a, Dm can be approximated by the
value of Dm of an ellipsoid, given by [10]

R[ ~ 2Nrp ~ 2Nr ~kCJ10P . (14)
m d8 d 2

The loss resistance ofthe electrically small, multi-tum
circular loop of radius r can be approximated as

To obtain the approximation of loss resistance in Equa
tion (12), we assume that the current has a triangular
dependence over the length of the conductor, and that the
current density decays exponentially from its value at the
surface of the conductor.

(10)
f.1jr

f.1cr == ( ) ,1+ Dm f.1fr -1

(11)

For an arbitrarily shaped loop of area A, Equation (14)
can be written as

The loss resistance of an electrically small dipole
having a conductor diameter, d, is approximatedby [13, 14]

where p is the resistivity of the wire, and f.1o is the
permeability offree space. In Equation (12), the skin depth,
8 , in the conductor is assumed to be somewhat less than
d/2 .For 8 somewhatgreaterthan d/2, the loss resistance
of the electrically small dipole can be approximated as

(15)

(16)

R ~ 2N ~kCJ10PA .
1m d 2Jr

Another and perhaps more significant point relates
to the responses of the dipole and loop to incident
electromagnetic fields. The dipole is often presumed to
sense or detect the electric field, and the loop is often
presumed to sense or detect the magnetic field. In the case
ofan incident far-field EM wave, the dipole and loop both
respond to the electric and magnetic fields. Performance
properties, such as received power, open-circuit voltage,

The final points we make in this section are with
regard to the general EM receiving behavior of the
electrically small dipole and loop. The electrically small
dipole is often referred to as an electric-dipole, because it
exhibits the fundamental-mode radiation pattern ofa simple
dipole from low frequencies (ka« 0.5) through its first
natural resonance. The loop antenna is often referred to
as a magnetic-dipole, because it is assumed to exhibit the
fundamental-mode radiation pattern ofa magnetic-dipole.
At very small values ofka, ( ka « 0.5 ), the loop will exhibit
the radiation pattern of a magnetic-dipole. As ka starts to
approach values above 0.1, the null in the direction of the
loop's axis degrades, and the magnetic-dipole pattern will
no longer hold.

For 8 somewhat greater than d/2 , the loss resistance of
the small circular loop can be approximated as

Here, we assume that the current does not vary around the
loop, andthat the current density decays exponentially from
its value at the surface of the wire.

(13)
21p

Rle ~--2 .
Jrd

Another advantage ofthe electrically small receiving
loop is that the magnitude ofits reactance is generally much
smaller than that ofthe dipole. The electrically small dipole
typically has a high value of capacitive reactance, making
it relatively difficult to tune, because this generally would
require a large series variable inductor. The loop antenna
typically has a low inductive reactance, which makes tuning
relatively easy with a variable series capacitor. Oftentimes,
small multi-tum, ferrite-core loops are used as simple
receiving antennas for the reasons discussed above. Their
performance properties will be discussed in more detail in
a subsequent section.

The radiation resistances of the electrically small
loop and dipole often approach zero, and are therefore
a small component of their total feed-point resistance.
To determine the antenna's total resistance and radiation
efficiency, it is necessary to determine its loss resistance.
This can often be estimated by the conductor's length and
its dc resistance per unit length.
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receiving sensitivity, etc., can be written in terms of the
electric field, magnetic field, electric-flux density, and
magnetic-flux density for both the dipole and loop. This
will be illustrated in subsequent sections.

4. Receiving Sensitivity

One of the common parameters used to characterize
the effectiveness of a receiving antenna is its receiving
sensitivity. This is defined as the minimum strength of the
incident EM wave that results in a received power equal
to the thermal noise in 1 Hz of bandwidth, kbTo, where
kb is Boltzmann's constant, and To is typically taken as
the Nyquist temperature, 290K [15].

To express the sensitivity ofthe air-core loop in terms
ofthe EM wave's other field quantities, we simply express
the open-circuit voltage in terms of the appropriate field
quantity. The commonly used expression for the open-circuit
voltage of the electrically small, multi-tum, air-core loop
is given in Equation (17) as a function of magnetic-flux
density. Given the constituent relationships B == flH ,

IE/HI =120ff , and Pd =1/2 1E 1
2

/120ff , we can write the
open-circuit voltage, and therefore the receiving sensitivity,
in terms of E, H, and Pd . Substituting Equation (8) into
Equation (3) and assuming an electrically small antenna
directivity of 1.5, we can express the open-circuit voltage
ofthe multi-tum, air-core loop in terms ofthe electric field
and magnetic field as

For the general receiving antenna, the sensitivity is
oftentimes derived using the circuit diagram of Figure 1,
the received power of Equation (5), and the appropriate
choice of field quantity. We note that sensitivity can be
defined in terms of the incident power density, electric
field, magnetic-field, electric-flux density, ormagnetic-flux
density for both the electrically small dipole and loop.

and

IVae I == kNAE

IVael == k120JrNAH ,

(19)

(20)

A common approach with the multi-tum, electrically
small, air-core loop is to begin with the following expression
for the open-circuit voltage [10]:

respectively. We note that Equations (19) and (20) will
yield the same result as Equation (17) for the magnitude
of the open-circuit voltage.

Vae == j2JrJNAB , (17)

Following the method used to arrive at Equation (18),
the sensitivity of the multi-tum, air-core loop can be
expressed (in units of (V/m)/Hz1l2

) as

where f is the operating frequency and B is the incident
magnetic-flux density (Tesla). In Equation (17), we assume
that the magnetic-field lines are normal to the loop axis (the
incident EM wave is co-polarized with the loop).

Assuming that the multi-tum loop is conjugate
matched to the receiving system ( XL == -Xa and RL == Ra
), the power delivered to the receiving system is given by
1/211L 12 Ra,where IIL I== IVoc 1/(2Ra) .Settingthereceived
power equal to kbTo and substituting Equation ~ 17) for
Voc , the receiving sensitivity, S (in units of T/Hz1l2

)

can be expressed as

(18)

where Ra , the antenna's resistance, is the sum of the
radiation and loss resistances. For many electrically small
loop antennas, Ra can simply be approximated by the loss
resistance. We note that for the ferrite-core loop, the open
circuit voltage becomes Vae == j2Jrf fley NAB , and fleY is
added to the denominator ofEquation (18) to determine its
sensitivity. The sensitivity ofthe ferrite-core loop improves
in direct proportion to the effective core permeability, fleY .
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(21)

The receIvIng sensItIvItIes as expressed in
Equations (18) and (21) provide some insight into how
the physical properties of the multi-tum, air-core loop
improves with an increase in the number of turns and the
loop area. Increasing the number of turns and increasing
the loop area improves sensitivity. We note that the results
ofEquations (18) and (21) differ by the relationships ofthe
constituent parameters of the incident EM wave.

While these expressions are valuable inunderstanding
the design ofthe small multi-tum loop, they do not provide
insight into how the sensitivity of the electrically small
loop compares to other electrically small antennas, such
as a dipole or a monopole. Furthermore, these expressions
were derived assuming the receiving system was conjugate
matched to the loop's impedance. Knowing that mismatch
and ohmic loss degrade a receiving antenna's sensitivity,
we desire a formula for receiving sensitivity expressed
in terms of mismatch and ohmic loss that is valid for the
general, electrically small receiving antenna.

We start by deriving the sensitivity, SE' using
the form of Equation (3) containing the total feed-point
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resistance, Ra . This yields a received sensitivity (in units
of (Vim )/Hz1l2

), valid for the general receiving antenna,
expressed as

(22)

While Equation (22) is valid for the general, electrically
small receiving antenna, we note that Equation (21) will only
be valid for the multi-tum loop provided that D == 1.5 ,and
Equation (8) is an accurate approximation ofthe radiation
resistance of the loop. For the general electrically small
antenna, where D == 1.5 , Equation (22) becomes

(23)
7Jr

Given the relationship among receivedpower andmismatch
and ohmic loss, Equation (23) can be modified to include
mismatch loss as follows:

Figure 3. A depiction of the IS-turn air-core loop
modeled in NEe. The loop had a diameter of5.08 cm
and an overall length of I cm.

such as receivedpower, open-circuit voltage, and receiving
sensitivity, can be expressed in terms of any of the EM
wave's properties. Finally, the most important point is the
recognition that the absolute and relative performance of
any electrically small antenna are simply determined by
its mismatch loss and radiation efficiency. Optimizing
the receiving performance of any antenna is a function of
optimizing the antenna's impedance match and radiation
efficiency. This will be illustrated and discussed in more
detail in the following sections.

(24) 5. The Multi-Turn Air-core Loop
T7Jr

A similar derivation holds for expressing the receiving
sensitivity ofthe general electrically small antenna in units
of (Aim )/Hz1l2

. In this case, the sensitivity is expressed as

To validate the discussion and results ofthe previous
sections, we consider the multi-turn air-core loop.
Specifically, we consider the electrically small, IS-tum
loop shown in Figure 3. The loop had a diameter of5.08 cm
(2 in), an overall length of 1 cm (2.54 cm), and was wound
using a copper conductor having a diameter of 0.5 mm
(0.02 in). The performance of this antennas was modeled

(25)

An alternate approach to deriving an expression
for receiving sensitivity for any antenna is to begin with
Equation (1), which is an expression of received power in
terms ofmismatch loss, radiation efficiency, and directivity.
Setting the received power to kbTo, the general antennas'
receiving sensitivity (in units of (w7m2)/HzI/2) is
expressed as

(26)

There are two significant points regarding the general
receiving antenna discussed in this section. The first is the
fact that all receiving antennas respond to both the incident
electric and magnetic fields. The dipole does not respond
only to the electric field andthe loop does not respond only to
the magnetic field. As a result, performance characteristics,

18

Figure 4. The feed-point impedance ofthe IS-turn loop
antenna. The frequency range was 3 MHzto30 MHz.
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Figure 5. The feed-point resistance of the I5-turn loop
antenna.

using the Numerical Electromagnetics Code (NEC) [16],
and the results were compared to the theory presented in
the previous sections.

The modeled impedance of the air-core loop is
presented in Figure 4. As expected, the total resistance
(radiation plus loss) was small, and the reactance varied
with frequency as a function of the loop's inductance.
The frequency range was 3 MHz to 30 MHz. One of the
significant points to note from the Smith chart was the fact
that with the IS-tum loop, the upper operating frequency
closely approached the loop's first natural resonance. This
was an anti-resonance, where the resistance was very large
and the radiation and loss resistances were in parallel,
rather than being in series. The change in inductance with
increasing turns within a loop antenna, which causes the
antenna to approach anti-resonance, is evenmore enhanced
when the loop is wound on a ferrite core. For the multi
tum loop, operating near the anti-resonant frequency has a
significant impact on the validity of the electrically small
approximations for radiation resistance, loss resistance,
open-circuit voltage, and sensitivity. These approximations
become invalid with an electrically small loop operating
near anti-resonance.

The simulated and theoretical resistances and open
circuit voltages are presented inFigures 5and 6, respectively.
The theoretical resistance was calculatedfrom the sum ofthe
radiation-loss resistances using Equations (8) and (15). At
low frequencies, where the loop was electrically small, and
well away from anti-resonance, theory and simulation were
in excellent agreement. We note that at these frequencies,
the conductor-loss resistance dominated. Near the anti
resonant frequency, the theoretical approximations were
invalid even though the loop was electrically small.

In Figure 6, we saw similar results for the theoretical
open-circuit voltage when the antenna was operated near
anti-resonance. While Equation (17) was a commonly used
expression for the open-circuit voltage ofthe multi-tum loop,
it was not valid in frequency regions where the radiation
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Figure 6. The open-circuit voltage at the feed point of
the I5-turn loop antenna.

resistance ofthe loop could no longer be approximated by
Equations (8) or (9). This can be a significant issue with
ferrite-core loops, whichhave agreatertendency to approach
anti-resonance than the air-core loop. The invalidity of
Equations (8), (9) and (17) also renders the associated,
derived calculations for sensitivity invalid.

We note that Equation (3) provided an excellent
approximation ofthe multi-tum, air-core loop's open-circuit
voltage, since it is valid for all receiving antennas provided
the antenna's performance properties are well known or
characterized. Additionally, sensitivity calculations using
Equation (26) remain valid for all receiving antennas. The
discrepancy in Figure 6 between Equation (3) and NEC at
the higher frequencies was a result of degradation in the
loop's polarization purity, and the fact that the directivity
may have deviated from the assumed value of 1.5.

6. Receiving Impedance Matching

When designing HF transmitting antennas, the
exercise of impedance matching is critically important.
The antenna's voltage standing-wave ratio (VSWR) must
be minimized to ensure that the HF transmitter is operating
at optimal efficiency, and delivering maximum output
power to the transmitting system. An increase in VSWR
will generally cause the transmitter to reduce its output
power, or shut off, so as to protect the internal circuits. HF
transmitters generally do not operate well into VSWRs much
greater than 3: 1 or 4: 1. When utilizing electrically small
antennas, some form of impedance-matching network is
generally required to ensure that the VSWR requirements
are satisfied.

When operating over large frequency bandwidths,
the minimization of VSWR is oftentimes traded against
losses within the matching network or within the antenna's
structure (e.g., resistively loading the antenna). The
matching-network transfer function (S21 ) is the product
or sum of the mismatch loss and the ohmic losses within
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-- Transmitter

Figure 7. The feed-point impedance ofaim diameter
circular loop and its conjugate impedance, from 3 MHz
to 12 MHz.

the matching-network components. Given a low matched
VSWR, the frequency response ofthe S21 transfer function
is dominated by the network losses. We note that it is
theoretically impossible to efficiently impedance match an
electrically small antenna over the entire HF band.

For the receiving antenna, the decision to implement
an impedance matchmaybe different. Oftentimes, engineers
assume that the antenna's VSWR equally attenuates signal
and external noise, so it does not degrade the receiving
system's signal-to-noise ratio. This is true provided the
system remains externally noise limited, but this is not
always the case. The next section will discuss external
noise, SNR, and antenna noise figure in more detail. For
the remainder of this section, we will defer issues related
to the receiving system's SNR performance.

We considered the example of a I-m (39.37 in)
diameter circular loop having a conductor diameter equal
to 2.63 mm (0.104 in). The feed-point impedance of the
loop and its conjugate impedance (3 MHz to 12 MHz),
calculated using Equations (8), (15), and a loop inductance
value of 3.89 f.lH, are presented in Figure 7. These results
were consistent with impedance calculations using NEe.

In order to ideally match ( r == 1) the 1-m-diameter
loop to a receiving system, the load impedance at its feed
point had to be the conjugate of its feed-point impedance.
From Figure 7, we saw that the impedance of the loop
traversed the Smith chart clockwise, whereas its conjugate
impedance traversed the Smith chart counterclockwise. It
is well known that all passive impedances presented on the
Smith chart must traverse it in the clockwise direction, thus
indicating that implementation of a low-loss, broadband
impedance match for the I-m loop was not possible. This

20

Figure 8. A depiction of the impedance network used
to match the impedance of the 1 m diameter loop to
a 50 ohm transmitter over the frequency range of
3 MHz to 12 MHz.

fact was consistent with the Chu limit for the quality factor
ofelectrically small antennas and its relationship to matched
impedance bandwidth [1 7]. Abroadband impedance match
would require a lossy matching network.

To demonstrate several significant issues associated
with impedance matching the receiving antenna, we started
from the perspective of the transmitting antenna, where
we required the VSWR looking from the transmitter into
the matching network to be minimized. A lossy matching
network configuration that achieved a broadbandmatch for
the I-m loop is presented in Figure 8. We assumed Qvalues
of800 and 60 for the capacitors and inductors, respectively.
The corresponding input VSWR is presented in Figure 9.
We saw that the I-m loop was well matched with a VSWR
less than 2: lover the 3 MHz to 12 MHz frequency range.

To illustrate the differences between the matching
network characteristics when used in the transmitting mode
versus the receiving mode, we first examined the network
transfer function in the transmitting mode. The transfer

Figure 9. The VSWR at the input to the impedance
matching depicted in Figure 8.
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Figure 10. The transmitting mode network losses for
the impedance-matching network depicted in Figure 8.

function - the network's total power loss between the
transmitter and the antenna- is comprised ofmismatch loss
and ohmic losses. The network losses for the transmitting
mode are presented in Figure 10. From Figure 10, we
saw that the matching-network transfer function was
dominated by the ohmic losses in the network components.
Furthermore, while the antenna system was well matched
to the transmitter, which delivered most of its power to the
network input, the actual power delivered to the antenna
was not substantially different than if the antenna was fed
without the matching network. In fact, over most of the
3 MHz to 12 MHz frequency range, the total network loss
was higher than the total loss with no network.

Next, we examined the matching network's transfer
function in the receiving mode, where the antenna was
delivering power to a 50-ohm receiver in place of the
transmitter. The network losses for the receiving mode are
presented in Figure 11. It was interesting to note that while
the total network loss was the same as in the transmitting
mode (maintaining reciprocity), the network losses were
dominated by mismatch loss rather than ohmic losses. In
this case, the network losses on receiving were minimal,
and may have had little impact on the system's noise
performance. In the receiving mode, the load impedance
presented to the antenna was close to 50 ohms overthe entire
operating band, indicating that a receiving-mode matching

Figure 11. The receiving-mode network losses for the
impedance-matching network depicted in Figure 8.
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Figure 12. The receiving-mode network losses for an
impedance-matching network designed to implement
a conjugate match at 6.6 MHz.

network was oflittle value in the receiving system. In fact,
the receive-mode transfer function (total loss) was higher
than if the antenna was directly connected to the 50 ohm
receiver. In many instances, particularly for broadband
operation, receiving antennas do not necessarily require
a matching network.

The next issue we considered is the implication of
trying to optimize the receiving-mode impedance match at
a single frequency by implementing a conjugate matched
load at the antenna's feed point. Forthis exercise, amatching
network was designed to implement a conjugate match at
approximately 6.6 MHz. The correspondingnetwork losses
for the receiving mode are presented in Figure 12. While we
were able to implement a near-perfect match and transfer
function at 6.6 MHz, it came at the expense of very poor
performance over the remainder of the frequency range.
This was consistent with the fact that electrically small
antennas have a very high quality factor, and cannot be
impedance matched over a very wide operating bandwidth
without significant loss.

In the design of the electrically small receiving
antenna, it is extremely challenging to minimize the
mismatch loss factor, r, over a reasonable operating
bandwidth. Oftentimes, the optimal solution is to simply
forgo a matching network. Generally, the best design
approach for the receiving system is to characterize the
mismatch loss factor as a function of varying resistive
load values, and to design to a load resistance that provides
minimum mismatch loss over the desired operating band.
This will oftentimes require an low-noise amplifier (low
noise amplifier) design or an impedance transformer to
transform the 50 ohm receiver impedance to the desired
load resistance value.

7. Ground Effects

The nature of HF systems is such that the HF
antenna operates over the Earth ground plane, which has
a significant impact on the antenna's overall efficiency and
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radiation pattern. When operating over Earth ground, the
overall efficiency of the antenna is diminished as a result
of some portion of the delivered power being dissipated
in the Earth. A portion of this ground-dissipated power
propagates as a ground wave, sometimes over considerable
distances. Here, we define the ground-loss efficiency, 1Jg
, a factor that can be added to Equations (1) and (26) to
account for the corresponding reduction in received power
and the degradation of antenna sensitivity. Equations (1)
and (26) become

comprehensive study of ground loss is beyond the scope
of this paper.

Here, we considered a 2 m (78.74 in) straight-wire
dipole, having a conductor diameter of5mm (0.197 in), and
aIm (39.37 in) diameter loop having a conductor diameter
of5 mm. The antennas were located at a height of2 m, and
were oriented both vertically and horizontally. The ground
parameters were taken as average or medium soil with
By == 13 and (J == 0.005 S/m. The ground-effect efficiency
for different configurations is presented in Figure 13.

and

respectively.

The determination of the ground-loss efficiency for
the general antenna is not trivial. It varies as a function of
frequency, ground properties (dielectric constant, By, and
conductivity, (J), antenna type (e.g., dipole versus loop),
height above ground, and the antenna's orientation relative
to the ground. Furthermore, the electrically small antenna's
total feed-point resistance may not provide much if any
insight into the level ofground loss, as it is often dominated
by the copper loss resistance, and therefore does differ
significantly over ground relative to the free-space value.

Anotherpoint to note is that the ground-loss effect can
be mitigatedto some extentwith an increase in the antenna's
radiation resistance. However, that does not mean to imply
that antennas with higher radiation resistance always have

From Figure 13, we saw that ground losses were
more severe at low frequencies, and varied considerably as
a function of the antenna's orientation relative to ground.
Generally, the closer the antenna is to ground, the more
severe the ground loss. In optimizing the placement ofthe
electrically small receiving antenna, it is recommended
that the antenna be located as high above ground as
reasonably possible. Decisions regarding placement and
orientation of the receiving antenna must consider the
desired polarization and pattern shape, which dramatically
vary relative to the well-known free-space patterns of the
small loop and dipole. The ground parameters also have
a significant effect on ground loss and, if possible, should
be accurately estimated or determined to understand their
impact on antenna performance.

(27)

(28)

From an engineering design perspective, one of
the most reliable methods for estimating ground loss is
to use a Method-of-Moments simulation code, such as
NEC. As examples of typical ground-loss values, we used
NEC to simulate the efficiency of a dipole and circular
loop over ground. Given the variables discussed above, a

Figure 13. The ground loss efficiencies of the small di
pole and loop as functions of frequency and orientation
relative to ground.

Figure 14. The radiation patterns of the vertical and
horizontal 2 m dipole at 7.2 MHz. The antennas were
at a height of 2 m above average soil.
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Figure 15. The radiation patterns of the vertical
and horizontal 1 m diameter loops at 7.2 MHz. The
antennas were at a height of2 m above average soil.

betterground-loss performance. For example, the 2-m dipole
had amuchhigher radiation resistance than the I-m loop, but
the vertical loop exhibited less ground loss than the vertical
dipole. Generally, for the same antenna type (dipole-like or
loop-like antennas), an increase in radiation resistance does
offer ground-loss improvement. For example, a multi-tum
loop with more turns will generally exhibit less ground loss
than a similar sized loop with fewer turns.

The other significant effect ofthe ground is the impact
on the small antenna's radiation pattern. To illustrate the
significant effect of the ground on the antenna's radiation
pattern, we again considered the 2-meter dipole and I-meter
diameter loop. Radiation patterns (elevation sweeps) for
the vertical and horizontal dipole and loop are presented
in Figures 14 and 15, respectively. The antennas were at
heights of2 m over average soil. The operating frequency
was 7.2 MHz.

The radiation patterns ofthe simple elements over the
lossy Earth ground were as expected. The horizontal dipole
and vertical loop had the peak oftheir main beam directed
overhead. Both were predominantly omnidirectional. Both
responded to (receive) E-thetapolarization in one elevation
cut and to E-phi polarization in the orthogonal elevation cut.
The inherent, bidirectionalnulls ofthe vertical loop appeared
at the lower elevations angles, but were not remarkable
given that the lossy ground attenuated the far-field pattern
at the lower angle. However, the elevation beamwidths
were notably different in orthogonal elevation cuts.

The vertical dipole and horizontal loop exhibited
omnidirectional radiation patterns with the expected nulls
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overhead. The vertical dipole responded to predominantly
E-theta polarized signals, whereas the horizontal loop
responded to predominantly E-phi polarized signals.
We emphasize that both the dipole and loop responded
to the EM wave, both its electric and magnetic fields.
Notwithstanding near-field EM coupling, the idea that the
dipole is uniquely an electric-field sensor and that the loop
is uniquely a magnetic-field sensor is incorrect.

The radiation patterns at lower frequencies were much
like those at 7.2 MHz. The patterns at higher frequencies
changed as functions of the electrical size of the antenna
and the differences in the electrical height above ground.

Determining the realized gain ofthe electrically small
antennarequires knowledge ofthe antenna's mismatch loss,
radiation efficiency, and ground loss. As expected, many
electrically small antennas have very low gain, as will be
discussed in subsequent sections.

8. External Noise, Noise Figure,
and SNR

Prior to our discussion on external noise and signal-to
noise ratio in the HF receiving system, we emphasize that
a detailed study of external noise properties, ionospheric
propagation, and the propagation of the HF ordinary and
extraordinary modes is beyond the scope of this paper.
Here, we provide a general discussion on how the antenna's
properties impact the SNR performance of the general
receiving system, as well as methods for determining the
system's noise figure and SNR.

In any receiving system, one must ensure that there
is sufficient SNR at the detection point in the receiver in
order to establish a successful link between the transmitter
and the receiver. The required system SNR is a function
of the system's waveform, modulation scheme, channel
bandwidth, etc. Ultimately, the achieved SNR is limited
by the noise floor of the receiver.

In low-frequency systems, such as HF, noise
contributions to the receiving system are dominated by
external background noise, which includes galactic noise,
atmospheric noise, lightening, and man-made noise (e.g.,

Table 1. The coefficients for the calculation of the
external noise figure.

Environment c d
Business 76.8 27.7
Interstate highway 73 27.7
Residential 72.5 27.7
Park and university campus 69.3 27.7
Rural 67.2 27.7
Quiet rural 53.6 28.6
Galactic noise 52 23
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other radios, electrical equipment, motors, power supply
noise, improper grounding, etc.). Ideally, we desire the
HF system to be externally noise limited, that is, we do
not want the internal noise contribution from the receiving
system to be significant relative to the noise received or
introduced by the antenna.

External noise is often difficult to predict, and varies
significantly with the location of the receiving system
and near-by manmade noise sources. External noise is
generally not isotropic, nor is it necessarily predominant
in one polarization. In the HF band, manmade noise often
dominates the external noise levels. Noise predictions are
often based on models of "typical" noise environments
such as "city," "residential," "rural," and "quiet-rural,"
where the external noise figure, Fam , is given by [18, 19]

The receiving antenna will attenuate external signal
and noise by the combined factors of mismatch loss,
radiation efficiency, and ground loss. Furthermore, the
antenna will introduce its own thermal-noise contribution,
which is only attenuated by the antenna's mismatch loss.
The total noise contribution to the receiving system from
the antenna is given by [20]

where Tp is the physical temperature ofthe antenna, often
assumedto be equal to To .The equivalentnoise temperature
for the antenna is simply given by

Fam == c-dlog(f), (29) (33)

where f is the frequency in MHz, and the coefficients c
and d are given in Table 1. The external noise figure, Fam
from Equation (29) is expressed in units of dB. We note
that external noise-level predictions based on Equation (29)
can put external noise levels at 20 dB to 60 dB higher
than thermal noise (kbTo). The equivalent external "sky
temperature" based on the external noise figure is given by

To ensure that the receiving system is externally
noise limited, the antenna's noise temperature must be
greater than the receiving system's noise temperature, TR
as defined at the antenna's feed point. From an antenna
performance-optimization perspective, it is obvious that
the design objectives are to minimize mismatch loss,
maximize radiation efficiency, and minimize ground loss.
This is entirely consistent with the antenna's receiving
sensitivity as defined in Equation (28).

where Fam inEquation (30) is not expressed in dB. While the
exactmethod for determining the externalnoise temperature
seen by the antenna is to integrate the external noise sources
over the antenna's directivity pattern, Equation (30) is
generally taken as the external noise temperature in HF
receiving systems. The external noise power seen by the
antenna is then given by

(30)

(31)

To better quantify and compare the antenna's receiving
performance, we consider a simple receiving system as
depicted in Figure 16. Figure 16 illustrates a receiving
system where a balanced antenna (dipole or loop) requires a
balun; a bandpass filter (BPF) is placedbefore the low-noise
amplifier (LNA); and a coaxial cable is used to connect
the low-noise amplifier to the receiver. The bandpass filter
is placed before the low-noise amplifier so as to preclude
external signals outside of the HF band from entering the
low-noise amplifier andbeing amplified. This helps mitigate
low-noise-amplifier saturation, and prevents possibly high
levels ofout-of-band noise from entering the receiver. We
place the low-noise amplifier as close to the antenna's feed
point as possible to optimize SNR performance.

where B is the channel noise bandwidth in Hz. We note
that the value of TE is significantly higher than the Earth's
ground temperature, and the noise contribution from the
Earth's ground is therefore typically ignored.

In the design ofHF receiving systems, the effects of
the antenna's VSWR are often ignored, since the associated
mismatch loss attenuates both external noise and the
desired signal. However, ifthe external noise is sufficiently
attenuated by the antenna's mismatch loss, it may approach
the receiving system's noise floor and at some point, the
receiving system will become internally noise limited. That
said, we note that an internally noise-limited system does
not preclude signal detection.
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Figure 16. A depiction of a simple HF receiving system
comprised ofa balun, bandpass filter, low-noise ampli
fier, and coaxial cable.
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figure ofthe general receiving antenna relative to that of a
lossless matched antenna connected to the same receiving
system, Far' is then given by [20]

Equation (36) can be used to characterize the noise-figure
performance of any receiving antenna relative to an ideal,
lossless, matched antenna. Equation (35) can be used to
determine the actual SNR in the receiving system. The
receiving system's noise temperature, TR , is found by
cascading all of the system's internal noise contributions
and referencing them to the antenna's feed point. For the
simple receiving system shown in Figure 16, TR isgivenby

The terms 7Jb , 7Jj' and 7Je are the efficiencies ofthe
balun, bandpass filter, and coaxial cable, respectively. The
terms GL and FL are the gain and noise figure ofthe low
noise amplifier, and FRX is the receiver's noise figure. In
optimizing the receiving antenna, there are anumberofways
to characterize its performance. We typically characterize
the receiving antenna's noise figure relative to a lossless,
matched antenna; however, this may not provide direct
insight into whether-or-not the actual receiving system will
meet the SNR requirements. Unfortunately, determination
of the system SNR requires a detailed link analysis with
knowledge ofthe incident signal power density and external
noise levels.

Calculation of the antenna's noise figure relative to
the lossless matched antenna can be done assuming both are
connectedto a receiving system having a noise temperature,
TR , defined at the antenna's feed point. To determine
the actual performance of the receiving system, we need
to ultimately determine the actual SNR at the detection
point in the receiver as a function of the received signal,
external noise, the antenna's performance properties, and
the receiving system's noise figure, TR .

Given the calculated external noise power in
Equation (31), it is necessary to define the corresponding
external signal power available to the general receiving
antenna, Si. This is given by the maximum power the
general antenna is capable of receiving:

F == TA +TR

ar T7Jr7Jg (TE + TR ) .

(1-7Jj ) Tp (1-7Jb) Tp+ +---......,:;....
7Jj7Jb 7Jb

(36)

(37)

(34)

The general receiving antenna's noise figure can be
found from SNRi / SNRa , where SNRi is the ratio Si / N e

and SNRa is the actual SNR established in the receiving
system. The SNR established in the system, SNRa, is
given by [20]

(35)

The numerator of Equation (35) is the received power
delivered to the receiving system at the antenna's feed
point, and the denominator is the total noise in the receiving
system including the attenuated external noise, the noise
contribution from the antenna's ohmic losses, and the
internal noise contribution from the receiving system,
where all are defined at the antenna's feed point. The noise
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In cascading the internal noise to the antenna feed
point, we assumed that all ofthe components were matched
at the input and output. Any high VSWRs would have to be
taken into consideration in the noise temperature and SNR
analysis ofa real system. Finally, we note that the receiving
sensitivity expressions developed in the previous sections
are not valid for comparing the relative performance ofthe
electrically small antenna in terms ofrealized system SNR.

9. Optimization Examples: The
Dipole, Circular Loop, and the

Multi-Turn Loop

In this section, we consider the optimization of the
performance properties ofthe general, electrically small HF
receiving antenna. Specifically, we consider the straight
wire dipole, the circular loop, and the multi-tum loop. The
relative performance of the different antenna designs is
based on the antenna's noise figure relative to the lossless,
matched antenna as defined in Equation (36).

Optimization of the electrically small receIvIng
antenna is primarily a function of its radiation efficiency
and the impedance match to the receiving system, the
first component of which is often a low-noise amplifier.
Oftentimes, the impedance match to the low-noise amplifier
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is critical in optimizing SNR performance, particularly over
wide-bandwidth operation.

Electrically small dipoles have high radiation
efficiency, provided they are constructed using reasonable
conductor diameters. For example, at 3 MHz, the radiation
efficiency ofa 50 cm (19.685 in) dipole, constructed using
10 AWG copper wire (d==2.588mm==0.1019in), is
approximately 35%.A2 m (78.74 in) dipole has a radiation
efficiency of approximately 68%. The challenge with the
electrically small dipole is that that its capacitive reactance
is very high, making it difficult to impedance match,
particularly to low impedance values such as 50 ohms. This
can be an issue if one intends to use a 50-ohm low-noise
amplifier in the receiving system.

The loop antenna differs significantly from the dipole
in that it has a substantially lower radiation efficiency
for the same conductor length. For example, a 50 cm
(19.685 in) circumference circular loop (~ 16 cm or 6.3 in
diameter), constructed with 10-guage copper wire, has
a radiation efficiency of approximately 4 xI 0-4%. The
1 m (39.37 in) diameter loop (C ~ 3.14 m ~ 123.6 in) has
a radiation efficiency ofapproximately 11%. The advantage
ofthe single-tum loop antenna is that it has a relatively low
inductance reactance, which may provide a better match to
a 50 ohm low-noise amplifier. The other advantage of the
loop is that multiple turns and a ferrite core can be added
to substantially increase its radiation efficiency. However,
ferrite-core loops generally have small diameters (small
areas), making dipole-like radiation efficiencies difficult
to achieve. The other issue to consider with the multi-tum
air- and ferrite-core loop is that their impedances tend
to approach anti-resonance at higher frequencies, which
may make optimization of the impedance match to a low
noise amplifier difficult, particularly over wide impedance
bandwidths. We note that the small loop can be used as a
receiving antenna near anti-resonance and its performance,
like all antennas, is a function ofmismatch loss, radiation
efficiency, and ground loss.

In selecting the antenna design and orientation ofthe
HF receiving antenna, one may also considerthe propagation
mode (groundwave, near-vertical-incidence, NVIS, single
hop, or multiple-hop) and the associated frequency range.
These topics are beyond the scope of this paper and the
examples presented in this section. Here, we consider the
vertical and horizontal dipole and loop, and compare their
performance properties over the HF band.

With any electrically small antenna, its overall
performance properties are optimizedbymaking the antenna
as large as reasonably possible. This aids in optimizing both
the impedance match and the radiation efficiency. Here,
we considered a 2 m (78.74 in) dipole, aIm (39.37 in)
circular loop, and a multi-tum loop, with the objective of
optimizing their noise-figure performance. The antennas
were assumed to be at a height of 2 m over average soil.
Given a fixed antenna size, the radiation efficiency was
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Figure 17. The values of r in dB for the 2 m dipole
as a function of load resistance.

optimized by using as large a conductor diameter as was
reasonably possible. Here, we chose to use 10AWG copper
wire. The mismatch loss was optimized by implementing a
receiving-system impedance that minimized the calculated
value of r over the HF operating band. Generally, the
best optimization process is to calculate r for a variety
of real load impedances (XL == 0), and to implement the
load resistance that provides the minimum average rover
the operating band. Implementing arbitrary values of load
resistance may be difficult, given the necessity ofworking
with 50 ohm systems. One approach is to use an impedance
transformer and/or low-noise amplifier that transforms the
system's 50 ohm impedance to close to the desired load
resistance. Impedance transformers are typically available,
or can be designed in a wide range oftransformation ratios
(e.g., 2: 1,3: 1,4: 1,8: 1,16: 1,32: 1, etc.). Finally, we caution
against attempting to tune and match the antenna at a single
frequency, as this often significantly degrades performance
at other frequencies.

For the 2 m dipole, we used NEC simulations to
calculate r as a function of varying load resistance, with
the results presented in Figure 17. The optimum value of
load resistance was between 1600 ohms and 3200 ohms. At

Figure 18. The values of r in dB for the 1 m loop as
a function of load resistance.
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values ofload resistance above 12800 ohms, the mismatch
loss beganto worsen overthe entire band.Aloadresistance of
1600 ohms (32: 1transformer) improved the mismatch loss
by approximately 15 dB at 3 MHz, and 10 dB at 30 MHz.

We next consideredthe 1m loop, and again usedNEC
to calculate the value of r as a function of load resistance,
with the results presented in Figure 18. The optimum value
of load resistance was approximately 200 ohms. At higher
values of load resistance, the mismatch loss began to
degrade at the lower frequencies. While the 1 m loop was
less efficient than the 2 m dipole, we noted that its mismatch
loss was substantially better over most ofthe HF band. We
noted that the results in Figures 17 and 18 held for both
the vertical and horizontal orientations, as the impedance
did not significantly change with the change in orientation.

Using NEC, we simulated the value of radiation
efficiency and ground loss for the dipole and loop, and
calculated their noise figures. We assumed a receiving
system (Figure 16) with a balun transformer having
0.25 dB loss; a bandpass filter with 0.25 dB loss; a low
noise amplifier with a gain of 30 dB and a noise figure
of 1.5 dB; a coaxial cable with 2 dB loss; and a receiver
with a 5 dB noise figure. The resulting value of TR was
170.924K. The dipole and loop noise figures are presented
in Figure 19. We calculated the external background noise
using Equation (29), assuming "galactic" noise levels. We
assumed a load resistance of 1600 ohms for the dipole
and 200 ohms for the loop. From Figure 19, we saw that
the dipole antenna had better noise-figure performance
than the loop, and that the vertical orientations exhibited
better noise figures than the horizontal orientations. We
also noted that the noise figure improved with increasing
levels ofexternal noise. The external"galactic" noise level
chosen here predicted the most conservative or pessimistic
antenna performance.

In and of itself, the noise figure of the antenna does
not provide a precise indication as to whether or not the HF
receiving system is internally orexternallynoise limited. The

Figure 19. The noise figures of the 2 m dipole and 1 m
loop located 2 m over average soil. The external noise
level was assumed to be "galactic."
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Figure 20. The ratio of external background noise
ternperature to the receiving system's internal noise
temperature for the 2 m dipole and 1 m loop located
2 m over average soil. The external noise level was
assumed to be "galactic."

system will be externally noise limited when the antenna's
noisetemperature, TA ,is greaterthan the receiving system's
noise temperature, TR . The ratios of TA/TR for the 2 m
(78.74 in) dipole and the 1 m (39.37 in) loop are presented
in Figure 20. From Figure 20, we saw that these antenna
designs were not externally noise limited: rather, they were
internally noise limited. We emphasize that the assumed
external background noise level was "galactic," and note
that with an increase in external backgroundnoise level, the
receiving system tends to become externally noise limited.
However, determining whether a link can be established
between the transmitting and receiving system requires a
link-budget analysis to determine the actual SNR in the
receiver.

The next example was the optimization of an
electrically smallmulti-tum loop. The design objective with
the small multi-tum loop was to minimize the overall size
ofthe receiving antenna, and to achieve reasonable values
of radiation efficiency and mismatch loss. Here, we used
the 1 m (39.37 in) loop as a reference design.

Considering the 1 m loop in free space, the radiation
efficiency at 3 MHz was calculated to be -29.66 dB using
NEC and -29.57 dB using theory. We choose a small loop
diameter of 7.63 cm (3.00 in) so as to make the use of a
ferrite core reasonable. With this loop diameter, over 2000
turns were required when using an air core to achieve the
same efficiency as the 1 m loop. When using a ferrite core
with f.1 fr == 100 and a cylindrical length of20 cm (7.84 in),
approximately 25 turns were required to achieve the same

Table 2. The radiation-efficiency calculations for
the 22-turn loop at 3 MHz (values are in dB).

Loop Configuration Theory NEe FEKO
Air-Core -49.24 -49.15 -49.31
Ferrite-Core -29.62 N/A -29.9
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Figure 21. The values of r for the 1 m air-core loop
and the 22-turn ferrite-core loop.

efficiency as the 1 m loop. To validate these estimates and
the noise-figure calculations that followed, we compared
theory and simulation using NEe and FEKO [21] to model
22-turn air-core and ferrite-core loops. We determine their
radiation efficiencies at 3 MHz. The numerical results are
presented in TabIe 2.

Using the impedance-matching optimization
procedure previously discussed, we found that a load
impedance of 3200 ohms provided an optimum value of
mismatch loss for the ferrite-core loop. We noted that the
22-turn ferrite-core loop exhibited an anti-resonance at
approximately 9 MHz, which had minimal impact on the
optimized mismatch loss. The mismatch loss and noise
figure of the 22-turn ferrite-core loop over a frequency
range of 3 MHz to 15 MHz is compared to that of the 1 m
air-core loop in Figures 21 and 22, respectively.

We saw from Figure 21 that the mismatch loss between
the two antenna designs varied from approximately 10 dB
at 3 MHz to 5 dB at 15 MHz. This difference in mismatch
loss accordingly impacted the difference in noise figure.
In addition to the differences in mismatch loss, the noise
figures also differed due to differences in their ohmic and
ground losses as a function of frequency. We saw that the

Figure 22. A comparison of the noise figures of the
1 m air-core loop and the 22 turn ferrite-core loop.
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small ferrite-core loop, designed to match the free-space
efficiency of the 1 m loop, did not perform as well as the
1 m loop operating over Earth ground.

10. Summary

In the design of electrically small antennas, there
is always some amount of performance tradeoff in terms
of mismatch loss and radiation efficiency. Ultimately,
optimizing the design of the electrically small receiving
antenna is a function ofmaximizing the antenna size as much
as is reasonably possible, optimizing the load impedance
seen by the antenna, improving the radiation efficiency as
much as possible, and minimizing the internal losses in
the receiving system. To fully characterize the absolute
or relative performance of the receiving antenna, one can
use the formulas for receiving sensitivity, noise figure,
and compare the ratio of antenna noise temperature to the
receiving system's noise temperature.
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